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----------------------------------------************************----------------------------------

Abstract: 
India is a country whose population is growing rapidly, indicating that traffic is also increases. Roads offer 

a vital contribution to sustainability and economic growth, offering major social benefits.  The geometric 

design manages the dimensions and layout of visible features of the road such as alignment, sight distance,  

cross-section and intersections. Civil-3D avails integrated checks for transition length & sight distance to 

analyse horizontal geometry and vertical geometry, thus avoiding tiresome calculations. Civil-3D also helps 

to make use of catchment and contours in drainage design. Thus AutoCAD Civil-3D is therefore very useful  

and even user-friendly. This software provides clarity,  save t imes and effort to a user. The purpose of this 

Project is on the complete study to the geometric design of road project using Civil-3D Software. Civil-3D 

is software for engineering it is used for the design, plan and manage the civil engineering works. This 

software is generally used by experts and civil engineers.  

Keywords —Civil-3D, Geometric design,sight distance, cross-section 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The most  significant aspect of highway engineering 

is the geometric design of highways. It deals with 

the dimension and design of the road's visible 

characteristics. The significance of road geometric 

design is to set the driver and car prerequisites, such 

as effectiveness, safety,  etc. The features usually 

regarded are the cross section, sight distance, 

intersection, vertical alignment and horizontal 

alignment. Proper geometric design will assist to 

reduce accidents and their severity.  The goal of 

geometric design is therefore to provide optimum 

effectiveness in traffic  operation and maximum 

safety at reasonable price. This paper shows a 

typical design of the highway with the support of 

AutoCAD Civil 3D that saves time and energy.  

Highway design faces tremendous challenges 

without 3D modeling. It consumes a lot of effort to 

cut and fillthat amounts. The volume computing 

approach can be used.  

 

II. Aim& Objectives: 

• To create a well define corridor of Highway 

for specified Case study in Civil-3D 

environment.  

• Apply the IRC design criteria in this 

project,  to create “Criteria based Design of 

Highway”.  

• ToCalculate the Superelevation, Widening 

on the Curves, Providing proper 

carriageway, shoulder, kerbs wherever 

required, Create grade line and vertical  

curves using the profile creation tools.  

• Create a corridor, a model representation 

that consists of a combination of vertical,  

horizontal and cross-sectional  elements.  
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•  Corridors also used to calculate earthwork 

quantity,  perform sight distance analysis 

and find data for construction purposes.

•  Creating drawings and plans for the 

longitudinal and transvers sections.

III. Literature Review: 

1.  Kumar Ashok gave geometric design of existing 

road using MXROAD Software. Existing road used 

was state highway (SH 131) in Maharashtra to 

improve its geometric features and upgrading it from 

two lanes to four lanes.  

The Software uses 3D string modeling te

and gives the desired values of different components 

of geometric design such as Horizontal and Vertical 

Curves, Super elevation, Shoulder. 

 
2. “A Study to the Geometric Design of Road 

Project Using Civil 3D” Given in International 

Journal of Technical Innovation in Modern 

Engineering & Science (IJTIMES)( Impact Factor: 

5.22 (SJIF-2017), e-ISSN: 2455-2585 Volume 5, 

Issue 08, August-2019) 2Assistant Professor,  

Department of Civil Engineering, Sam Higginbottom 

University of Agriculture, Technology an

Prayagraj ,U.P, India. Conclude that,   

The geometry of the road was intended in 

accordance with the IRC and also regarded all safety 

measures.  

 

3. Planning and Design of Proposed By Pass Road 

connecting Kalawad Road to Gondal Road, Rajkot 

Using Autodesk Civil 3D Software.” By Harshil S.  

Shah, P.A. Shinkar M.E. Student (Transportation 

Engineering), 2Assistant  Professor 1Department of 

civil Engineering, AITS, Rajkot , India.  

Objective - To give provision of a road that is safe 

to travel on for al l road users at the appropriate 

travel speeds. & to design geometric elements of 

propose road using Autodesk Civil-3D. 

 

4. Hong Sung-Joondiscussed is to evaluate the 

actual highway geometric design properly, and 

propose a well-balanced design policy 

considering the drivers perception and behavior. In 

this paper, after classificat ion of all the design 

elements.The analysis of the reversely calculated 

speed for actual alignments on Expressways in Japan 

shows the drivers perception of physical

given by road alignment. Then the actual operating 

vehicle speed is estimated and analyzed using 

database of vehicle detectors. 
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To give provision of a road that is safe 

ll  road users at the appropriate 

travel speeds. & to design geometric elements of 

 

Joondiscussed is to evaluate the 

actual highway geometric design properly, and 

balanced design policy especially 

considering the drivers perception and behavior. In 

this paper, after classification of all the design 

The analysis of the reversely calculated 

speed for actual alignments on Expressways in Japan 

shows the drivers perception of physical l imitat ion 

given by road al ignment. Then the actual operat ing 

vehicle speed is estimated and analyzed using 

IV. Case Study: 

A case study of a newly constructing highway which 

wil l be connecting “Dehu road” to “Akurdi” situat

in Pune district and Maharashtra State considered as 

shown in Figure 1. This is situated near to the 

Railway Track which is joining the Dehu road 

station to Akurdi station.  

The white color line shows the alignment of road 

which can be design.  

Fig.-1 Design Alignment

V. Design Methodology Flow Chart:

Fig-2 Design Methodology
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A case study of a newly constructing highway which 

wil l be connecting “Dehu road” to “Akurdi” situated 

in Pune district and Maharashtra State considered as 

shown in Figure 1. This is situated near to the 

Railway Track which is joining the Dehu road 

The white color line shows the alignment of road 
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VI. Design Criteria: 

The following design criteria based on the 

Geometric  design standards manual (IRC: SP: 20 

2002) were assigned to the horizontal geometry of 

the center line and also to the profile and cross 

section of the roadway.  

Type of highway = Major district road 

Design speed = 65 km/h  

Superelevation rate = max 7%  

Coefficient of Friction = 0.15  

Roadway width = 7.5 m  

Carriageway width = 3.75 m  

Shoulder width = 2 m 

Camber = 1 in 20 

VII. Survey Data collection: 

The existing surface data is needed for the highway 

design. The survey data on the current route is 

received from Google Earth and Global Mapper. 

Collect all required data such as Easting, Northing, 

Elevations,  etc. and alternative alignment of the 

data. Figure-3 shows the data in excel format

 

Fig-3 Design Elevation 

VIII. Design steps in Software: 

1) Surface creation: 

A surface is a three-dimensional geometric  

representation of an area of land, or, in the case of 

volume surfaces, is a difference or composite  

between two surface areas. Surfaces are made up of 

triangles or grids, which are created when 

Autodesk Civil 3D connects the points that make up 

the surface data.The surface will be created by 

Importing Data of easting northing and elevation 
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The following design criteria based on the 

Geometric design standards manual (IRC: SP: 20 – 

2002) were assigned to the horizontal geometry of 

the center line and also to the profile and cross 

The exist ing surface data is needed for the highway 

esign. The survey data on the current route is 

received from Google Earth and Global Mapper. 

Collect all required data such as Easting, Northing, 

Elevations, etc. and alternative alignment of the 

3 shows the data in excel format. 

 

dimensional geometric 

representation of an area of land, or,  in the case of 

difference or composite 

are made up of 

triangles or grids, which are created when 

connects the points that make up 

data.The surface will be created by 

Importing Data of easting northing and elevation 

which was obtains from Google earth. After surface 

creat ion, contour wil l be drawn on the surface.

 

Fig.-4 Surface Creation 1

Fig.-5 Surface Creation 2

2) Horizontal Alignment Design: 

 
The alignment design tool is used to develop an 

Alignment for the road design via using a 

convenient alignment Option. 

horizontal orientation of a road defines its 

placement in the view of the plan. This consists of 

three design elements namely, circular curves, 

tangents, and transition spirals, etc. The correct 

alignment design increases traffic and thereby 

improves performance at design speed. Super 

elevation calculated by following equation based on 

design speed and curve radius defined in

criteria.  

� = �² / 225*�  

Where,  

e = Superelevation 

V = minimum speed of design in Km /  h

R = minimum radius of horizontal  curve in meters.  
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Google earth. After surface 

creation, contour will be drawn on the surface.  

 
Surface Creation 1 

5 Surface Creation 2 

The alignment design tool is used to develop an 

Alignment for the road design via using a 

convenient alignment Option. For design the 

horizontal orientation of a road defines its 

placement in the view of the plan. This consists of 

ely, circular curves, 

tangents, and transition spirals, etc. The correct 

alignment design increases traffic and thereby 

improves performance at design speed. Super 

elevation calculated by fol lowing equation based on 

design speed and curve radius defined in the design 

V = minimum speed of design in Km / h 

R = minimum radius of horizontal curve in meters.  
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Fig.- 6 Horizontal Alignment Design 1 

This Criteria Based Design option al lows design 

reviews of the existing alignment to be used. A 

design check is a term specified by the developer 

that verifies that the entity complies with the 

minimum design standards for the model alignment 

and profile. For various types of entities, such as 

lines, curves and spirals,  design checks 

identified.  

3) Vertical Alignment Design: 

Vertical alignment is defined as the longitudinal 

section of the road. It consists of vert ical curves and 

gradients, it a lso influence the comfort in vehicles 

movement at high speeds, sight distance and 

stopping distance. When the horizontal alignment is 

fixed, vertical alignment can then be created. To do 

this,  f irst the horizontal alignment ground profile is 

developed and then the vertical alignment is 

produced on the perspective of the profile. 

 

Vertical curve lengths were also calculated manually 

using the formula  

 
                   L=KA  

Where,  

K= length required for a 1% change of grade. 

L = vertical curve length.   

A = change of grade in %. 
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This Cri teria Based Design option allows design 

reviews of the existing alignment to be used. A 
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lines, curves and spirals, design checks can be 
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movement at high speeds, sight distance and 

stopping distance. When the horizontal alignment is 

fixed, vertical alignment can then be created. To do 

this,  first the horizontal alignment ground profi le is 

vertical alignment is 

produced on the perspective of the profile.  

Vertical curve lengths were also calculated manually 

K= length required for a 1% change of grade.  

Fig. -7 Vertical Alignment

 

Fig. -8 Vertical Profile of Alignment

4) Superelevation: 

 
It is the banking of a curve to help counterbalance 

the centrifugal forces that a vehicle experiences 

while traveling through a curve. When 

Superelevation parameters are applied to the 

alignment object, the resulting corridor model will 

rotate and warp the cross-sectional links and shapes 

to reflect the raising of one edge of the travel way 

above the other. The corridor relies on the behavior 

of subassemblies to adjust their final shape and 

Position accordingly. Many out of

subassemblies support Superelevation.
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7 Vertical Alignment 

 
8 Vertical Profile of Alignment 

It is the banking of a curve to help counterbalance 

the centrifugal forces that a vehicle experiences 

while traveling through a curve. When 

Superelevation parameters are applied to the 

alignment object, the resulting corridor model will 

sectional  links and shapes 

to reflect the raising of one edge of the travel way 

above the other. The corridor relies on the behavior 

of subassemblies to adjust their final shape and 

Position accordingly. Many out of-the-box Civil-3D 

subassemblies support Superelevation.
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Fig.- 9 Superelevation 

Calculate the Superelevation for all curves or a 

selected curve in an alignment. Store the design 

criteria in the Superelevation curve manager for 

review or editing after data is calculated. The 

designer should have a well-defined concept of the 

design and desired Superelevation behaviour

starting the wizard. However, if design intent 

changes it  is easy to reapply the Superelevation 

wizard to existing data, and there is a warning 

prompt to verify that all existing values will be 

overwritten .  

5) Assembly (Cross Section): 

Assembly refers to a cross-section of the road 

design used by 3D road alignment at incremental 

positions to construct a road layout. There is an 

assembly and subassembly object library in 

AutoCAD Civil 3D, which al lows choosing cross

section structures. A primary road complete section 

assembly is used for this analysis in the 

development of a road corridor 

Assemblies represent the cross

composition of the road design. Assemblies are 

collections of individual Subassembly component

representing items such as medians, lanes, curbs, 

sidewalks, and shoulders. An example is shown in 

Figure 15.  

The scope of their application ranges from simple 

marked points and generic links to very 

sophisticated super elevated lane objects with axis 

of rotation options. Custom subassemblies can also 

be made from AutoCAD entities or by using the 

Subassembly Composer. The basic components of 

subassemblies are points, links, and shapes. Their 

geometry and behavior are controlled by input 

parameters.  
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marked points and generic links to very 
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be made from AutoCAD entities or by using the 

Subassembly Composer. The basic components of 
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Fig-10 Assembly Creation 

 

Fig-11 Road C/S 

6) Corridor: 

The corridor model creates & uses multiple 

AutoCAD Civil 3D elements including data, along 

with assemblies,  alignments, surfaces or even 

profi les. Same being created from the baseline by 

placing 2D parts at gradual locations, and that by 

creat ing appropriate slopes that enter the surface 

model at each gradual location 

 

 Fig-12 Corridor Creation 
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Assembly Creation  

 
 

The corridor model creates & uses multiple 

AutoCAD Civil 3D elements including data, along 

with assemblies, alignments,  surfaces or even 

profiles. Same being created from the baseline by 

at gradual locations, and that by 

creating appropriate slopes that enter the surface 

12 Corridor Creat ion  
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Fig -13 Corridor View 1 

7) Cut and Fill Calculation: 

A feature within AutoCAD Civil 3D allows to 

calculate the earthwork required on a project within 

a few seconds. After generating the ground surface 

and the suggested completed grade surface, 

AutoCAD Civil 3D makes it simple to generate a  

comparison surface that highlights the diff

elevation and calculates the volume between the two 

surfaces. The earthwork calculation process begins 

by clicking ' Surfaces ' on the Modify tab.

 

Fig-14 Cut & Fill Calculation 
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Civil 3D allows to 

calculate the earthwork required on a project within 

a few seconds. After generating the ground surface 

and the suggested completed grade surface, 

AutoCAD Civil 3D makes it simple to generate a 

comparison surface that highlights the difference in 

elevation and calculates the volume between the two 

surfaces. The earthwork calculation process begins 

by clicking ' Surfaces ' on the Modify tab. 

 

IX. OUTPUT FROM SOFTWARE:

After completing all design in softwar

Output in the form of drawings,  Charts and in Table 

format. Below Table shows the Data of Earthwork 

including Cutting and feeling and the reusable 

muck. 

Software also gives information about the quantity 

of material which can be required for th

construction of Highway.  Table shows the Material 

Data for Paves and sub-base and base course. Curve 

radius, Tangent Length and Length of the curve are 

given in Table. 

1. Earthwork Volume Data: 
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on 
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Table-1 Earthwork Volume Data
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2. Material Volume Data: 

 
Length of Road 3.25 KM 

Begin on Straight Chainage 0.000.000 

Straight End 

Chainage  

3+152 

Start Point of alignment  

Point Northing 

2063356 

Start Point of alignment 

Point Easting 

369010.8 

Start Point of alignment  

Point Northing 

2065607 

Start Point of alignment 

Point Easting 

366997.1 

 

Gradient 2.22% -1.09% 

Gradient Length in KM   
 

1+325.00

0 

1+925 

Begin on Gradient 

Chainage  

0+000.00

0 

1+325.00

0 

Begin on Gradient Level  608 M 610.80 M 

Gradient End Chainage  in Km 1+325.00

0  

3+150.00

0 

Gradient End Level  610.80 M 591 M 

 

Total Cut Volume 

in CUM 

71698.1 

Total Fill Volume 

in CUM 

11361.6 

Net Volume in 

CUM 

60336.5 

 

Total Material 

required for Pave 1 
1899.81 

Total Material 

required for Pave 2 
3240.82 

Total Material 

required for Base 
4623.97 

Total Material 

required for Sub Base 
27809.6 

 

Length of Curve 
1072.643 

Radius of Curve 
640.55 

 

X. Conclusion 

•  The solution for road design in AutoCAD 

Civil 3D software makes defining,  

annotating,  and analyzing your road design 

more efficient and helps your design comply 

with sound engineering standard. 

•  Using criteria-based design, road modeling 

with real-time analysis and designer 

feedback helps expedite the design process 

and minimizes problematic issues. 

•  The geometry of the road was intended in 

accordance with the IRC and also regarded 

all safety measures. 

•  Horizontal al ignment was created. Vertical  

profi le was drafted. Working cross section is 

being created. 

•  Horizontal and vert ical curves should be 

provided as per IRC suitable. 

•  AutoCAD Civil 3D enables to finish the 

design process in a relaxed and comfortable 

manner in time and also maintain a lot of 

time and effort.  

•  The capacities of AutoCAD Civil 3D 

eliminate the significant  disadvantages of a  

manual design strategy that is cumbersome,  

time-consuming and extremely susceptible to 

expensive mistakes. 
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